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Is there a way to do it for all serial
numbers available? I would like to get

all the serial numbers and then
validate them one by one. A: tl;dr: It

can be done using a very simple
solution. Import the data using a CSV

file Use the serial number as the
primary key Remove any duplicates in
the file Use a simple loop to generate
the list from the file The first line in
your CSV file should look like this:
"serial number", "description" This

could be a table in a database or file, it
doesn't matter. I named it

"serialnumber.csv" and it looks like
this: "100003005D00", "My first serial

number" "100003005E00", "My second
serial number" "100003005F00", "My
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third serial number" Format the CSV to
be like Excel Export the data to Excel

Open your Excel file Write the following
in a new column: =INDEX($B$2:$B$4,

MATCH(D6,$A$2:$A$4,0)) Make sure to
include the full list of numbers as

$B$2:$B$4 Copy the formula and drag
it across the relevant cells to find all

serial numbers in that list of Excel cells
Go in manual mode and find a serial
number Copy that serial number and
paste it on your test.csv file Open the
database and get the description as

described in the first line of your
test.csv file. The full results should be
something like this: "serial number",
"description" "100003005D00", "My

first serial number" "100003005E00",
"My second serial number" This is a

very simple solution, it does not
involve some complex SQL queries. But
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you might have to play with the syntax
a bit depending on your file-format and
used database system. And if you want

to go in the direction of the bigger
problem and use this to allow a big
number of users access the same
license keys that aren't blocked by

license control software, you have to
learn a lot more about this problem.

That would be a much better question
to ask on StackOverflow. But if you

need a simple solution now, this one
should work fine. Edits: There is a more
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